Cardinal Answers Criticism

The following is taken from a letter by Cardinal Verdier, published in La Croix, and in answer to certain articles by reactionary Catholic press of "Scept" and "La Vie intellectuelle," progressive French Catholic periodicals. Translated and arranged by Peter Maurin.

J. Pius XI

4. The Cardinal leadership, which she gives for such a task.

The following is composed of articles published in the Lowell Catholic Worker, devoted to the Lowell Catholic Workers, described in an American periodical, La Croix, and in answer to certain criticism by reactionary papers "Scept" and "La Vie intellectuelle," progressive French Catholic periodicals. Translated and arranged by Peter Maurin.

J. Pius XI

EASY ESSAYS

Peter Maurin

The saying, "Unity in things essential for such a task," must also succeed in overcoming this kind of gesture. She judges that in all things necessary or useful for all purposes, she requires freedom of choice, as every body knows, and for all precepts which she allows the faithful to keep (Continued on Page 3)
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One Who Knows

May 7, 1937

Dear Catholic Worker,

I was hungry, dirty, Josey, and had the plague. Jesus is disguised and masked in the midst of men, hidden amongst the poor, among the sick, amongst sinners, amongst sinners, amongst sinners. Many who serve Him officially have never known who He was and many who do not even know His name, will bear on the last day the words that open to them the gates of heaven. These children were I, and those working men; I ached on the hospital is our mind's peace. I am hungry and the Egypt the Sacrament will guard and protect us, provided we go to him. And remembering the failures of the Cross, we expect victory even in defeat.
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Every morning still, hundreds of people throng to the seafront, and sometimes as many as five

hundred. They stand perfectly still. They are the laity, the half, the blind, the mad, the friendless, the weary, and some are the unemployed. From

them we draw our inspiration for work or for food and while empl

chess and apple butter and a good conscience, also to

studying Catholic principles. They are seeking understanding,

for the loves of the world are passing away, and the

truth is of the seafront.

R. S. of the mouth of a Catholic or a Communist. It can readily

the ACTU tiom of union officials, because they know that the labor movement remains the

truth, and is from the Holy Spirit, whether it proceeds of our good readers said in a let-

ten to New. We attended the convention of the

Saul, and I cannot go thus, for I am not used to it. And he laid them

been used by both sides, capital and labor. They are going to use

fight, whether H's fifty or paramount interest to employers any group of men of whatever

The Association of Catholic Trade Unionists is not looking for

numbness. It is made up of men from all unions—Catholic men—

studying Catholic principles. They are seeking understanding—

they are looking for instruction in the way in which they should

go. They are not looking for numbers. They are not trying to line

up a majority of "Catholics" in the unions in order to win the elec-

tions of union officials, because they know that the labor movement is

not saved by a great army, nor shall the giant be

society, nor are we. The world is not going to try if he

feed him. Days. As we had no one scheduled slightest trace of

wanted to try if he could

will give his projected lectures

TWO LECTURE SERIES

At the FARM

St. Catherine, of St. Catherine, College

Aug. 1-8 and Aug. 30-Sept. 5

Peter Maurin of The Catholic Worker staff will hold a two-week retreat titled

The Green Revolution. Sharing the time with Mr. Maurin, John Fritz will discuss the works of Don Shurzo and Signor Tonia di, Italian authori-

ities on Catholic social thought.

S A N T E J O S E H o m e s t e a d

money, muffins, peaches and peaches—yes, even Concord grapes with a

order in the autumn to come. Homesweety--go by with their

shopping bags, hockers, slings in their

water, music store kites with long, children dodge to and fro between the

Catholic Worker through the crowd with hat out-

struggled, and tirelessly storekeepers sit by

their waving eyes the sense. There are even some good

smiles in the air,-smiles of es-

phastic, resistive oil and corns coming from the little restaurants on all sides.

And two streets away is the Bowery House, where we start hungrier and

colorless misery.

SANT JOSEPH

Saint Joseph, honest carpenter, it will give us strength when we remember that you served us as a very humble carpenter in the stable. In poor man's honest fashion anywhere. We love our neighborhood. Where and two streets away is the Bowery House, where we start hungrier and
colorless misery.

EVENING IN THE SACRAMENT

was the last night of the month to go to the hospital and the

was on the seafront because the

the sea, doing business in the
great world; These have seen the works of the Lord and loved him, and his wonderful works to the children of men.
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Catholic Radical Alliance

REV. CHARLES OWEN RICE
Pittsburgh, Pa.

As the result of a favorable decision of the U.S. Supreme Court, which has received letters from distant parts of the United States and Canada. The comments have been so far favorable, which sort of wonder. It concerns a man who took a good hanky full of us, and we are on the right track after all.

An Alliance member attended the Catholic Worker meeting in Pittsburgh. The local director is a brother of the priest from priest members of the Alliance. The First Amendment of the Wagner Act was clared by means of the Alliance. St. Rev. George Barry O'Toole, "Catholic Worker" names the Alliance as the name of the Catholic Radical Alliance. Ed West is being brought out by Alliance members of the organizing group. Both editions have "im" and "but" in them.

O'Toole's pamphlet is a subsec-

pamphlet named a committee of nine

Pamphlet Review

By Stanley Vilemowski

The pamphlet has been called by the Alliance "Social Action for Clergy," a pamphlet which is being read by many people. It is not the best of the pamphlets, but it is better than most.

The problem is that the pamphlet is not well written. The sentences are long and complex, and the ideas are not always clear.

Pamphlet: Social Action for Clergy

By Rev. F. H. Drinkwater, pub-

ACTU Classes For Speaking and Union Law

(Continued from Page 1)

Lowell Story

(Continued from Page 2)

PAX Group

The PAX group is flourishing all along. It is very active and is doing a lot of good work.

ChicagO RETREAT

The Chicago Catholic Worker group has planed a retreat for workers on Saturday, November 14, 1936. The retreat is for all Catholics who are interested in the work of the Catholic Worker. It is being sponsored by the Catholic Worker Union.

The retreat will be held in the Chicago Workers Club, located at 115 Mott Street, N.Y.C. The retreat will begin at 8:00 a.m. and will continue until 6:00 p.m.

The retreat will be led by Father John J. O'Brien, O.F.M., and Father John J. O'Hara, O.F.M., who are both active members of the Catholic Worker Union.

The retreat will include lectures, discussions, and a filmstrip. There will also be a meal at 12:00 noon.

All interested Catholics are encouraged to attend the retreat. It is free and open to all.

PAX Group

The PAX group is flourishing all along. It is very active and is doing a lot of good work.

Social Action for Clergy

The pamphlet has been received with enthusiasm. The comments have been so far favorable, which sort of wonder. It concerns a man who took a good hanky full of us, and we are on the right track after all.
What is a Neutral Union?

Three thousand copies of a leaflet describing the Transport Workers' Union, the Commune Workers' Union, and the ACTU were distributed to employees of the BMT at the long-neglected Saturday evening shift on the belief that the mass of workers and the union leadership are ripe for a better understanding of neutral unionism.

There was the usual contention that the neutral unionism of the Catholic Worker, a Communist union, and Catholicism alcohol.

On the contrary, we urge Commu

By their Fruits—

On the contrary, the tactics used by the TWU were the result of study that shows there is no such thing as "neutral unionism." It is the Union, based on a thorough investigation of the Transport Workers' Union, the Commune Workers' Union, and the ACTU was not in the best interest of the workers, and the neutral unionists are not interested in the best interest of the workers.

According to the Holy Father, Pope XI, in his encyclical, "Quem pleni," a neutral trade union is one that respects justice and charity and that respects the rights of the Catholic members of the union. Neutral trade unions must be free from all political influences and must observe the principles of the Church.

If it had been proven with facts, figures, and statistical calculations, the Transport Workers' Union did not stand a chance. We therefore had no choice but to conclude that neutral unionism is a fallacy.

Cry Out Louder—As it is, we can only cry out loudly that to the best of our knowledge, based on a thorough investigation of the Transport Workers' Union, the Commune Workers' Union, and the ACTU, there is no such thing as neutral unionism. Neutral unionism does not exist.